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How has Funding support BOSFIT?

Due to the funding support received by Boston Big Local we have been able to 

secure Instructor training for ‘Broadway Boogie’. This will dramatically boost traffic 

to the BOSFIT group and give the audience exactly what they want. This class 

appeals to ALL age groups which is often hard to achieve. We have had a lot of 

interest in this class with a lot of excitement around it being released. We will be 

one of the very few places in the UK offering this class bringing a lot of attention to 

BOSFIT and the Boston community.

The training is currently being undertaken and routines are being learnt, by the end 

of the next report I look forward to showing you the popularity of the class and 

what it has meant to the community by providing them with this class.

Funding has also enabled us to start releasing mobility classes consisting of seated 

exercises for less mobile clients along with building on our ever growing list of 

classes to appeal to everyone.



Small Improvements to BOSFIT

 We have now introduced ‘Healthy Meal Wednesday’. This is where we release a healthy recipe each week 

giving everyone the option to try something new. Each recipe gives you the nutritional break down to make 

them easily transferable to those following specific diet plans such as ‘Slimming World’ or perhaps following 

the calorie intake recommended for their body.

 Each week is varied in hope of appealing to everyone’s food preferences. We decided on putting this out 

each week from a Poll we did which is shown below asking the group members what they would like to see. 

The options were ‘Fitness Facts’, ‘Recipe ideas’ or ‘written workouts’. The recipe idea proved much more 

popular.

 We have gained an Instructor who is Male offering us a more varied class base and helping those who are 

more comfortable training with someone of the same gender.

 Whilst we offer an extensive range of Mobility classes we are currently in the process of sourcing friendly 

music to those with conditions such as Dementia in order to do our bit for everyone and make sure everyone 

is given equal chance in the world of Fitness.



Good News Stories

 We have seen an increase in memberships at the Centre. New comers have signed up because of the 

BOSFIT group and a special offer we gave them! On talking to some they told me how they would 

never have dreamed of coming to the Gym but since starting the BOSFIT group they have seen 

positive changes physically, mentally and their all round confidence has been lifted. They told me 

how they hope to continue with the classes online but how they have joined to be able to take 

advantage of even more classes as they think the classes our instructors deliver are outstanding. 

This shows the positive affect we’re having on the community.

 One Lady who wished for her name not to be listed has told us how we have got her through 

lockdowns by giving her daily routine and social aspects through the classes. She told us how in a 

time where she could do nothing she felt like she always had a place to be and felt part of the 

Group. On speaking further with her she told us how she now finds daily tasks easier to negotiate 

and how her spirits and mental health have took a change for the better. This Lady fully supports 

the group and particularly enjoys the choreographed classes but Also the stretching classes which 

she has found to have helped her all round mobility.



Love Island

In June 2021 the Launch of a popular TV show amongst all ages but in particular teenagers and under 

30’s was restarted. This show drags in a record number of viewers and is often associated with 

influencing both male and females whether in the form of merchandise or ‘summer bodies’.

With this in mind I decided to release a ‘Love Island summer workout’. This workout will cover exercises 

effective in muscle hypertrophy as well as cardiovascular fitness and in turn improving health in the 

community whilst maintaining the fun aspect which exercise should have.

On production of this video I have selected a Love Island Villa photo which I will layer behind the 

Instructor to give the video that ‘real feel’. 

From this we will see an increase in viewers from younger ages similar to the Clubbercise publicity stunt 

seen in previous months. 

This will be that popular that we have decided to do two videos, each with a different gender instructor 

of which two different training goals will be achieved to appeal to everyone and start a discussion topic 

‘’#loveislandworkout’.



Conclusion
Publicity Stunts:
We have began the launch for the new Love Island Workouts which we expect to prove very popular amongst all ages particularly young adults. 
I am also working towards a mini launch for the Broadway Boogie now the instructor has successfully completed the course.

Video Data and Analytics:
We stayed strong with around 2,000 Facebook LIVE views per month during our classes which consisted of 3 per week. We stopped this In June and relaxed the timetable and used
YouTube for classes but on a much reduced timetable. This of which will explain the reduction in views via YouTube. I detail this more below.

Other bits:
We are still actively finding ways to make the BOSFIT group stand out and be varied through new initiatives such as ‘Love Island’ Workouts, Specific Mobility classes and the implementation of
Broadway Boogie! The members are enjoying the variety.

Facebook Statistics Summary:
Despite stopping the LIVE classes for June we have still built on our collection of members and currently stand at 851 people. We can see from the results that there has been an increase in male 
participants viewers the class where as previously it has been mostly females. We can also see a growth in all age ranges participating and with the launch of Broadway Boogie the next reports
Will emphasise this further.

YouTube Statistics Summary:
What we can see from the YouTube Statistical information is that the watch time has gradually decreased. This is not actually the case, we started with a high volume timetable
In the first two months. After this in line with the Centre reopening we reduced the timetable to 2 classes from YouTube per week ready to go back strong with the new releases of 
Broadway Boogie in July. Considering the drop in views and watch time is small this indicates that despite the reduced timetable we still had significant amount of viewers watching the 
videos which were only available for a short time each week. As of the next report we will see most likely our highest amount of views yet as we release more pre recorded YouTube
Videos.

What has gone well:
We have successfully finished the Broadway Boogie training and our instructor is in the process of learning routines ready to add to the timetable.
The Recipe’s have proven popular and we have also been working towards new classes specifically aimed at people with Dementia and other medical conditions.
These classes are being pre planned with careful consideration to music type, volume and backgrounds. When these launch we will be the only ones in the area
Providing classes of this quality.

What hasn’t gone well:
Our current Mobility classes have not been receiving much engagement. Across all Mobility classes only 6 people clicked the video with an audience retention of under 10 
minutes. We’re working on ways we can change this by introducing more specific classes like mentioned above.



Postcodes 
Unfortunately there are only a select 

amount of Post Codes available due to 

an error with the spreadsheet.



Video Examples
Free classes include:
Total Tone
Kids and Teens Fitness
Yogalates
HIIT
LBT
Bootcamp
Clubbercise
Glowbics
Aerobics
And many more...


